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In his explosive debut thriller, Christopher
Reich tells the harrowing story of a young
man willing to risk everything--his career,
his integrity, and even his life--to hunt
down his fathers killer. Set in the secret,
labyrinthine world of Swiss banking,
Numbered Account, with its detail and
intelligence, could have been written only
by an insider--the author himself worked at
a major Swiss bank for three years.
Former U.S. marine and Harvard Business
School graduate Nicholas Neumann seems
to have it all: a dream job, a beautiful
fiance, a future bright with promise. But
beneath the dazzling veneer of this golden
boy is a man haunted by the brutal killing
of his father seventeen years before. And
when new evidence implicates the
venerable
United Swiss Bank in the
crime, Nick finds himself willing to do
whatever it takes to uncover the truth.
Leaving behind everything he holds dear,
Nick takes a job in Zurich with the United
Swiss Bank, and is soon plunged into a
world where everything--loyalty, power,
even life and death--can be bought and sold
for the right price. As the secrets of the
venerable bank are laid bare, suddenly
Nick knows far too much--about the offer
he never should have accepted, about the
money he never should have handled,
about the woman he never should have
loved. And as the darkness gathers around
him, Nick is faced with a shattering truth:
To catch the criminal who murdered his
father,
he must become a criminal
himself. A work of searing intelligence
and sheer storytelling genius, Numbered
Account is one of those rare thrillers that
not only make you sweat, but make you
think.BONUS: This edition includes an
excerpt from Christopher Reichs The
Prince of Risk.
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Numbered Account - Kindle edition by Christopher Reich. Mystery Numbered Account (19691996) was an
American Thoroughbred racehorse who was voted the American Champion Two-Year-Old Filly of 1971. She was bred
numbered account Pronunciation in English - Cambridge Dictionary Numbered Account by Christopher Reich
Reviews, Discussion A bank account in which the owner is identified by a number instead of a name. Numbered
accounts are used for discretion, and have a reputation of protecting numbered account Definition from the Banking
topic Banking Find out all the important information about Swiss numbered bank account. Numbered accounts profit
from bank crisis - SWI Back in 1997, Fortune magazine ran an article about the famous Swiss numbered accounts
that told of the need to deposit $100,000 and pay numbered account Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Numbered accountsProbably the most noted and infamous Swiss bank account is the numbered account. As implied,
these accounts have numbers Numbered bank account - Wikipedia Many jurisdictions permit confidential, numbered
accounts for which the name of the investor is shielded by the financial institution in which the account resides. How
Numbered Accounts Are Used Buy Numbered Account by Christopher Reich (ISBN: 9780857501646) from
Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Numbered Account (horse) - Wikipedia numbered account
in the Banking topic by Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English LDOCE What you need to know about
Banking: words, phrases and Numbered Account: : Christopher Reich Numbered Account Mass Market Paperback
December 1, 1998. Now chilling new evidence has implicated his fathers employer, the United Swiss Bank, in the
crime. Featuring the ever-intriguing Swiss banking system of numbered accounts, Reichs thriller focuses on the ethical
issues none It is unclear when numbered accounts first appeared but they were made popular throughout Europe when
increasingly totalitarian secret What is numbered account? definition and meaning CHAPTER ONE. Numbered
Account. By CHRISTOPHER REICH Delacorte Press. Read the Review. It was the coldest winter in memory. For the
first time since Swiss Numbered Account - Global Money Consultants Definition of numbered account: Banking
system in which an account holder is identified with a number instead of a name for secrecy. Although all banks assign
numbered account Definition, meaning & more Collins Dictionary Editorial Reviews. Review. Through the eyes
of Christopher Reich, dive into the Numbered Account - Kindle edition by Christopher Reich. Numbered Account The New York Times numbered account an account identified only by a number, esp one in a Swiss bank that could
contain funds illegally obtained Definition, pronunciation, Numbered Bank Account Offshore Specialists
Numbered Account - Google Books Result Numbered Accounts A broker dealer, at the request of the customer, may
open an account that is simply identified by a number or a symbol, as long as there is a Numbered Bank Accounts Mention the words Swiss bank account and it can bring to mind corrupt it comes to names, the so-called secret
numbered accounts in Swiss NUMBERED ACCOUNTS - Series 10 Investopedia Most of our clients are individuals
who hold numbered accounts with the bank. You might see their names penciled somewhere inside their files. Penciled,
mind Numbered Account: Christopher Reich: 9780440225294: Amazon Numbered Account has 2085 ratings and
132 reviews. David said: This novel has been around for awhile and a friend gave it to me to read and Im glad he Secret
Numbered Bank Account - PT Shamrock Numbered bank account. Numbered bank accounts are offered by Swiss
banks to the majority of their clients. How Swiss Bank Accounts Work - Money HowStuffWorks a bank account,
especially in a Swiss bank, identified on Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford
Dictionaries. Numbered bank account Now get this - the world renown numbered bank account is again possible in
Andorra. Our leprechaun has done it again. During our recent Numbered account financial definition of numbered
account A numbered bank account is a type of bank account where the name of the account holder is kept secret, and
they identify themselves to the bank by means of a code word known only by the account holder and a restricted number
of bank employees, thus providing accountholders with a degree of bank privacy in their
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